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HYDRAULIC FEATURES
The SUNKIT PLUS, connection between solar storage and boiler, is used in case the solar storage needs an integration from an instantaneous 
boiler. The kit consists of three thermostatic units: a diverting valve, an adjustable mixing valve and a preset blending valve. If the temperature 
of the fluid is higher than the preset temperature (48°C), the diverting valve will direct the water coming from the solar storage, to the adjustable 
mixing valve which will bring it to the desired set temperature before sending it to the point of use (see scheme A). If the temperature of the 
water coming from the solar storage is lower than the set temperature on the diverting valve (48°C), the fluid will be directed to the preset 
blending valve in order to cool it down to 28°C before sending it into the boiler (see scheme B). Cooling it down is necessary in order to avoid 
that too hot water enters into the boiler which could cause a continuous switching on and off of the boiler, creating an inconstant fluid heating 
and compromise the efficient operation of the instantaneous boiler. The hot water coming from the boiler is directed to the adjustable mixing 
valve which will regulate its temperature before delivering it at the user. All the devices incorporated in a unique unit, ensure a quick and easy 
installation of the kit also in reduced spaces. The anti-burning safety device automatically cuts down the hot water supply, in case there is no 
pressure on the cold water connection and as a consequence there is a risk of burning. Also in case the hot water supply should be interrupted 
unexpectedly, the device will block also the cold water supply in order to avoid unpleasant thermic shocks.

DESIGN
Body in brass EN 12165 - CW602N (CR brass) chrome plated with ELECTRODEPOSITED COATING EN 12540 Cu/Ni5sCrr
Cap in PBT
Internal parts UNI EN 12164 CW 617 N - UDEL GF-120 NT
Calibration spring in stainless steel AISI 302
sealing gaskets in EPDM Perox
Thermo-sensitive element wax

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Pressures:
maximum static working pressure      10 bar
maximum dynamic working pressure      5 bar
maximum allowable differential inlet pressures     2÷1
minimum flow rate for a correct functioning     6 l/min.
Temperature:
maximum inlet adjustable mixing valve and diverting valve    100°C
maximum inlet preset blending valve      90°C
minimum ΔT° difference between inlet hot water and
outlet mixed water to guarantee the anti-burn safety block    10°C
setting range        35° ÷ 55°C
deviation limit        48°C
fixed setting blending valve       28°C
accuracy         ± 2°C
Hydraulic Features:
flow Coefficient Kv (m3/h)      1,1
Compatible fluids:
water
Threading:
pipeline connection: threads according to ISO 228/1
Requirements and tests as per: in compliance with EN 1111, EN 1287

PRODUCT CODES

SUNKIT PLUS “SUNSHINE”
CONNECTIONS: DISMANTLING FITTINGS MALE

DISMANTLING FITTINGS MALE WITH INCORPORATED CHECK VALVE AND STRAINER

0443.215 dism. fittings male 1/2” dism. fittings male 1/2” with incorporated check valve and filter|



All informations included in this catalogue, technical features, drawings and descriptions, are not binding and might be subject to 
variation at any time, without any forwarning. Any reproduction, even partially, is forbidden and legally pursuable.
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CONNECTIONS: DISMANTLING FITTINGS MALE
DISMANTLING FITTINGS MALE WITH INCORPORATED CHECK VALVE AND STRAINER

1 Adjustable thermostatic mixing valve
2 Preset thermostatic blending valve
3 Preset thermostatic blending valve
4 Inlet cold water
5 Outlet point of use
6 Inlet hot water from solar storage
7 Outlet to boiler
8 Inlet from boiler
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